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Case Study: UPS Competes Globally with Information Technology It's Supply Chain Solutions division provides a
complete bundle of.

From there information can be accessed to the worldwide. It largest ground and air package-delivery com
pany. Because UPS is using technology and information to monitor and control the operation when
information system does not available, it will effect to the operation of the organization. There will be lot of
manual intervention if the website is not available. For the company it is the one of the advantage but if they
has nothing then the company can lose their time. A s soon as the driver logs of each shipping m ilestone and
can provide notifica- on, his ar her day's route is dow nloaded onto the tion of any changes to flight schedules
for com m ercial handheld. Drivers can know their task by handheld, the DIAD has a function which is
automatically captures customers signatures. Time Losing: Those systems always give the information about
their packages. UPS website provides several services like creating a shipment, scheduling a pick up,
calculating the cost and ordering supplies through online. W hat are the inputs, processing, and outputs of 3.
Because UPS is using technology and information to monitor and control the operation when information
system does not available, it will effect to the operation of the organization. They will not know how is going
their packages. By using information system in UPS, it can reduce cost of operation. In delivering UPS uses
special software that help drivers to take the most efficient routes to deliver the package, plus this system
considers the traffic and weather conditions. They can check their tracking and cost calculations and
shipments cost without the UPS site. To further O M S m anages global service orders and inventory increase
cost savings and safety, drivers are trained for critical parts fulfi1lm ent. U PS delivers  In delivering UPS uses
special software that help drivers to take the most efficient routes to deliver the package, plus this system
considers the traffic and weather conditions. DIAD helps make it work easier and quicker for the both sides,
customers and company staff. C ustom er billion each year to m aintain a high level of custom er service
representatives are able to check the status service w hile keeping costs low and stream lining its of any
package from desktop com puters linked to overall operations. Destination on the way , pick-up and delivery
schedule. Which contains complete information about the sender, location of where it must go, and date of
shipment should have arrive. UPS has a several business objectives. The customer cannot receive the
information rapidly. It saves time, collect the all information make it complete. It means no information about
their packages. C ustom ers can U PS now has m obile apps and a m obile W eb site for dow nload and print
their ow n labels using special iPhone, B lackB erry, and A ndroid sm artphone users. What technologies are
used by UPS?


